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We are a startup Intelligent Lottery Investment Solutions Company. Our business is unique in its class. We dedicate to research and publish an instructional book that provides reference material marketing to billions of lottery players, clubs, investors, and syndicates worldwide.

The lottery players and investors can see the benefits of our lottery investment structure right away; and how we can help you obtain unlimited profits before you start investing.

Do you want to learn the best way to win the jackpot in a short investment cycle?
We published an instructional book: Lottery Intelligent Investment for lottery players.

Our company also offers consultation service for private investors or investment companies who are looking for a short-term reasonable investment with unlimited profits on return. You can consult us to observe the winning result first before you decide on investment.

We'll open a workshop for people who want to learn the lottery investment structure. The workshop will tell you how the structure works, and you will observe the database of past jackpot results. We will prove our investment structure can actually catch the jackpot in a short investment cycle before you start an investment. (This workshop will swipe the nation attention).

Most professional investors of any kind will invest in building a body of knowledge that works for them, such as the purchase of expensive stock-market analysis tools or costly risk management analytical software.

If you truly want to start winning the big jackpot, consider choosing our unique investment strategies that will really work for you. This strategy will steal the nation's attention.

We don't offer lottery tickets for sale, nor do we participate in or conduct lottery gambling.

Mission Statement
Lottery Investment: The final frontier, this is the voyage of the Lottery Intelligent Investment Enterprise. Its 10-year mission: to explore a new world of investment opportunities, to seek out new lifestyle and financial freedom, and to obtain unlimited profits on return- to boldly go where no investor has ever gone before.
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Lottery Intelligent Investment

Stop Gambling. Start Investing!

"A Practical Way to Win the Lottery"

"A Intelligent way to win" Instantly improve your odds of winning and reduce the cost hundredfold
"Guarantee" You can verify how often the system can catch the jackpot before you start investing
"Supreme" You can win the jackpot repeatedly. You are not just a once-in-a-lifetime lucky winner
"Winning the Lottery-What Really Works?" Billions of players want to know the best way to win

The majority of people believe playing lottery games are a simple wish for luck at winning a jackpot. They form a group, such as a lottery club or syndicate, with the aim of improving their odds at winning by pooling more money to cover a range of numbers. Everyone shares the cost and share their winnings.

After years' research and development, I devised the “Definite Structure Proportional Reduction” Lottery Intelligent Investment System [DSPR], which is base on using a simple mathematic logic of number combinations. It clearly predefines a structure that creates various patterns to cover all possible number combinations in any 5-number games. Keep reading, and I’ll explain!

Research learns that 39% to 44% of jackpot numbers only occur in 3 patterns and in the database of past jackpots winner, we call it the 3 winning patterns. On average, every 2 to 3 draws has 1 jackpot occur in database of past jackpot winner and in 3 winning patterns. You can download the database or monitor the new drawings to verify by yourself before you decide on investment. DSPR encourage you to employ 3 patterns to maximize your odds of winnings. DSPR focuses on improving the odds to win the world’s largest jackpots, such as multiple states Mega-Millions, Powerball, and CA Superlotto.

This book offers a unique logical strategy to help the lottery players, syndicates, and investors to improve their likelihood of winning a jackpot, while reducing the investment. DSPR goes beyond the luck and guesswork. If you use the DSPR structure, you can secure 39% to 44% odds of winning the jackpot in any 5-number games repeatedly and overcome the randomness of lottery number drawings.

The magic of math can help you beat the odds, see the invisible, and do the impossible
Two-stage "Definite Structure Proportional Reduction Lottery Intelligent Investment" [DSPR]

Raymond K. Chen is the author of the book: Lottery Intelligent Investment. He studied economics and marketing management, which helped him learn the mathematic logic of permutations, number combinations, probability, and algebra. He utilized this to the advantage of the lottery full wheeling system and the concept in Lottery Intelligent Investment structure. This book is a result of many years of research and development.

DSPR can help you turn a game of luck into a low-cost investing tool. It focuses on winning the 5 numbers while improving the odds of winning one bonus number. This is why I call it a two-stage DSPR Intelligent Investment Lottery Winning System.

People are always debating which investments are the best: the stock-market, mutual funds, currencies, bonds, precious metals, business, real estate, or the commodities? None of these truly gives you the low cost and high yield. At best, profits rarely surpass the 7% ~ 9% annual inflation rate. Even your income decreases in value compared to its real buying power. It makes playing the lottery while using the lottery investment idea, the only high-yield, low-cost investment proposition.

You will explore a completely new way to do investments. You will learn how the DSPR lottery intelligent investment structure can achieve the high rate of profit of return for you. After you read over this introduction and the 4 chapters of preview, you will be wondering, why didn't the Wall Street investors think about doing lottery investments before?
DSPR Lottery Intelligent Investment Mission Statement

Lottery Investment: The final frontier, this is the voyage of Lottery Intelligent Investment Enterprise. Its 10-year mission: to explore new world of investment opportunities, to seek out new lifestyle and financial freedom, to gain huge return on profits, to boldly go where no investor has ever gone before.
Stop Gambling. Start Investing!

"A Revolutionary New Way to Win the Lottery"

Stop Gambling with Your Future. Turn the Tables on Gambling!

The new era of investment has come. Playing the lottery is not just a gamble anymore! It is an investment opportunity.
DSPR’s Unique Features (unlike any other lottery winning system)

1. **Winning the jackpot the intelligent way**
   Instantly improve your odds to win the jackpot while reducing the cost of investment a hundredfold.

2. **Amazing beauty of DSPR structure**
   DSPR catches 39%~44% of jackpots as documented in the database of past jackpot winner's number.
   On average, every 2 to 3 draws has one jackpot occur in 3 winning patterns. You can download the database or monitor the new drawings to verify by yourself before you start the investment.

3. **Supreme (It doesn’t stop at the first win!)**
   You are not just a once-in-a-lifetime lucky winner; you will be a repeat jackpot winner.

4. **Unbelievable, it can overcome the lottery numbers randomness (It’s specific!)**
   No one can predict the lotto number. With DSPR, you can ignore the lottery numbers’ randomness.

5. **No guesswork (I’ve done the work and research for you!)**
   It's not based on hot/cold or lucky numbers to predict the trend. DSPR goes beyond the guesswork.
   DSPR can help you turn a game of luck into a low-cost investment tool.

6. **Secure a solid foundation for a wealthy future**
   DSPR gives you a solid foundation to improve and secure 39%~44% odds of winning the jackpot.
   It significantly reduces the investment. It gives you a concise idea and a well-defined goal to pursue.

7. **It not a question of "Can You Win?"**
   Instead, it is how fast do you want to win? It won't take long for you to see the results

**Most likely you are skeptical on all our claims**

1. Is that possible to win the jackpot repeated? You are not just a once-in-a-lifetime lucky winner.
   **(Yes, you can win with DSPR structure)**

2. How can it be overcome the lottery drawings numbers randomness? **(Not without DSPR structure)**

3. Could it be able to verify DSPR can win 1 jackpot in every 2 or 3 drawings before you start investing?
   **(You can download the database or watch new drawings to verify winning result by yourself)**

At first people can be skeptical. Please keep an open mind and read this introduction and 4 chapters of the book preview, then decide whether you think this is outlandish or is it as we contend. The profits are unlimited. This is a serious mathematical science for lottery players committed to win the jackpot.

There are compelling reasons for serious lottery club players to use the Lottery Wheeling System.

The advantage of full wheel is its coverage of the jackpot numbers, but it is too expensive to use a large wheel. This is where the DSPR structure steps in; it allows you to play a larger wheel with low-cost.

1. Its cost-effective, a powerful tactic to help you organize and systematize to playing the lottery.

2. You're guaranteed to win the jackpot if you select the correct group of numbers for your wheel.

**How did the DSPR get started?**

We had a 60-member club in the past, but never won any prizes. Then, I started to create the DSPR structure. DSPR requires to play $1,296 to have best odds of winning. We only have $160 to cover a small portion of tickets. However, we always hit 3 or 4 numbers in every 2~3 weeks. We had to divide thousand dollars of winnings among 60 players. It encouraged me continue to improve the DSPR.
You'll learn how the DSPR structure works and why you can secure 39-44% odds to win jackpot

The DSPR organizes 3 winning patterns structure in a table. After you have learned how the DSPR structure works, you can instantly spot whether the jackpot numbers falls in the 3 winning patterns in every new jackpot winner drawing. (It's specific!)

With DSPR, you can ignore the randomness of lottery numbers and secure 39%~44% odds of winning the jackpot.

When you check the database of past jackpot winners and monitor every new jackpot number drawing, you will be very excited to see that the 3 winning patterns give you one jackpot winner in every 2 or 3 jackpots drawings. You also will learn that the number combinations in 3 winning patterns dominates about 40% of total number combinations in any 5-numbers games.

This is why the DSPR structure can give you a solid foundation to secure about 40% (1:2.5) odds of winning the jackpot. We will show you how to take advantage of these odds. (You will not find any other lottery winning system have this feature)

Playing the lottery is not just a gamble anymore!

"It is an investment opportunity"

DSPR can help you secure a solid foundation for a wealthy future

With the Beauty and Reality of Mathematics; You can Overcome the Impossible
How does the DSPR calculate the odds of winning? Fantasy 5/39 with a 27 numbers wheel

DSPR divides all 575,757 sets of 5-number combinations into various patterns. Since the 3 winning patterns can cover 41% of 5-number combinations, you can secure 40% odds of winning.

1. With 3 winning patterns, you can secure about 40% (1:2.5) odds of winning in any 5-number games, because in DSPR structure, it has about 40% of jackpot numbers shown in 3 winning patterns and in the database of past jackpot winner.

2. When you use one winning pattern, you have (1:3) odds to grab 1 winning pattern you selected.

3. If you wheel 27 numbers from 39 numbers, you have 27 numbers divided by 39 numbers = 69% (1:1.4) odds to catch the jackpot number.

Overall, you have 1:2.5 x 1:3 x 1:1.4 = 1:10.5 odds to win 4 jackpot balls and 1:9 odds to win the 5th jackpot ball with a $1,296 investment. It has great odds of winning in any lottery game.

Compare the cost of wheel 27 numbers in Fantasy 5/39 with or without the DSPR structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wheel</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Guarantee</th>
<th>Tickets</th>
<th>Wheel</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
<th>Guarantee</th>
<th>Tickets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Full 5 if 5 of 8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5 if 5</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>5. Full 5 if 5 of 12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5 if 5</td>
<td>792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Full 5 if 5 of 9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5 if 5</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>6. Full 5 if 5 of 18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5 if 5</td>
<td>8568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Full 5 if 5 of 10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5 if 5</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>7. Full 5 if 5 of 24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5 if 5</td>
<td>42504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Full 5 if 5 of 11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5 if 5</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>8. Full 5 if 5 of 27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5 if 5</td>
<td>80730</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you wheel 27 numbers with DSPR, you have 1:10.5 odds to win 4 balls and 1:9 odds to win the 5th ball with only **1,296 tickets** to buy. Many lottery clubs and investors know the value of the DSPR structure and how it can help them significantly reduce the cost and greatly improve their odds of winning the jackpot.

If you wheel 27 numbers without the DSPR, you have 27 numbers divided by 39 numbers = 69.2% (1:1.4) odds to catch the jackpot numbers. You need to invest **80,730 tickets**.

How often can you win?

Fantasy 5/39 draws 365 times a year. You have 1:10.5 odds to win 4 balls and 1:9 odds to win 5th ball with $1,296 investment. Base on probability, roughly every 11 times you play with the same group of numbers, you could win the 4 balls and 5th ball once. This is why the DSPR can reduce many tickets to buy, and still have the great odds of winning the jackpot. It allows you to play a large wheel numbers.
Can you afford to play $10 to $25 a day? (The cost of one good meal)

Are you searching for a practical way to improve your odds of winning the jackpot and significantly reduce the number of tickets to buy? If so, then the DSPR structure is for you.

You can either join or form a lottery pool of 40 ~ 60 members to share your investment costs for the next 6 to 12 months. A 6-month investment will cost you $25 x 183 days = $4,575; A 12-month investment will cost you $25 x 365 days = $9,125. I don't think it is too much for a lottery club or a wealthy investor. You could win millions dollars of profit in a 6 to 12 months investment cycle.

The best way to win the lottery is the beauty of mathematic (It makes people laugh and cry!)

If the winning system for the 5 numbers game that wins 3 or 4 numbers monthly and wins the 5 numbers jackpot in 6~12 months, would you be interested? What would you be willing to pay for it?

As a rule of thumb: the marketplace suggests, if the system can win 3 numbers that should be worth $10; a 4 numbers win should be worth $180; a 5 numbers jackpot should be worth at least $6,000. DSPR could help you win 5 numbers jackpot in a short investment cycle and repeatedly forever. You can verify that the DSPR works before you do the investment. How much are you willing to pay for it?

The Best Way to Win the Lottery is the Mathematical Logic

I can arrange a test for the investors to see how the DSPR can catch the jackpot in a short time

Here is how it works: I will generate and print the number combinations based on your budget. We are the signers on the printout. We open a safe-deposit box in a bank, and you keep the key.

The agreement says both parties need to be present to open it. When the jackpot numbers match in the printout, I will notify you go to open it to see the results together. In fact, the investors don't even need to do this test. When you see 3 examples of the past jackpots number database, you will recognize that it has been proven that DSPR can secure 39% to 44% odds of winning for you. (That adrenaline rush.)

One year database of past jackpots winning numbers result from three lotteries games

When you see the winning result in the book, you will be thrilled. Your search for the best way to win the jackpot is over! (It’s pretty amazing “being able to see the jackpot result before you investing”)

You can download the past jackpots winning number database from the state's official lottery website, or you can monitor every new jackpot's number drawings. Then you can use the DSPR structure to verify, whether every 2 or 3 jackpots drawings has one jackpot winner occurring in 3 winning patterns.
The biggest jackpot won in the history:

2. **$590.5 million**, Powerball, won May 18, 2013.

---

1. **Fantasy 5/39** draws daily: From 07/01/2012 to 06/31/2013, there were 365 drawings in one year. It had 160 jackpots draws occur in 3 winning patterns and in the past jackpots numbers database. 160 draw divided by 365 drawings = 44% (1:2.3) chances to grabs the jackpot numbers.

2. **Mega-Millions 5/56** draw twice a week: From 4/03/2012 to 3/29/2013, with 104 draws yearly. It had 41 jackpots draws occur in 3 winning patterns and in the past jackpots numbers database. 41 draws divided by 104 drawings = 39.4% (1:2.5) odds to catch the jackpot numbers.

3. **Powerball 5/59** draws twice a week: From 7/04/2012 to 6/29/2013, there were 104 draws yearly. It had 45 jackpots draws occurred in 3 winning patterns and in the past jackpots numbers database. 45 draws divided by 104 draws = 43% (1:2.3) chances to grasps the jackpot numbers.

The reason I analyzed a year's worth of databases of past jackpots winners over different time periods is to show you that the jackpot winning numbers occurs consistently in 39% to 44% of 3 winning patterns and in the database of past jackpot winners in any 5-numbers games.

The DSPR structure is a breakthrough. It is a revolutionary idea to lottery investment. This idea will change the way people play the lottery. I will offer a workshop in the future for those who want an unlimited return on profits in a short investment cycle. There, I will coach the private investors, angel investment companies or venture capitalists to help them manage their investment. *(This workshop will swipe the nation attention).*

Now, I have decided to open this opportunity to the public. I want to avail the benefits of the DSPR system to all the lottery players and investors with an affordable price.

By law, we cannot guarantee your winning. However, I can assure you, DSPR is based on the logic of number combinations, and no one *(not even Albert Einstein)* can deny it.

"**We Guarantee**" before you start investing: you can download the past jackpots database to verify whether every 2 or 3 jackpots drawing has one jackpot winning number occur in the 3 winning patterns.

"**Supreme**": You are not just a once-in-the- lifetime lucky winner; you will win the jackpot repeatedly.
Two interesting lotteries stories to share with you. You can compare their cost with DSPR

You can compare their cost with DSPR

Syndicates spend millions of dollars try to win the jackpot. UK Lotto says "Every 1 in 4 jackpots was won by the lotto syndicate". More is better, but you have to share the prize with thousands of members!

Here is an interesting story about an Australia Melbourne-based syndicate.

The director of a syndicate, Mr. Stefan Mandel, raised $7 million from 2,524 investors from 1989 to 1991 for investing Virginia lottery with a $27 million jackpot on Feb/15/1992. Each of the investors sent about $3,000 to the International Lotto Fund. In the three-day window before the drawing, 20 of the fund's employees scrambled around Virginia trying to buy as many 7 million tickets combinations as possible (they ran out of time and were stuck with 1.5 million combinations uncovered). Luckily, they did win the jackpot.

It is no surprise; they won the $27 million jackpot with 5 million number combinations bought. The $27 million will pay at $1.35 million a year, before taxes for 20 years. Each investor would get $410 a year, after Federal and state tax for 20 years. When you calculate the 20-year payment: \[ ($410 \text{ a year}) \times (20 \text{ years}) \] = $8,200. If you put $3,000 in a bank CD account, how much would the principal and interest rollover 20 years? As you can see, it was not worth it for the investors who went through years of hustle and bustle for a profit return almost nothing.

Another interesting lottery story

Did you hear that an MIT student cracked the lottery code and outsmarted the Massachusetts Cash WinFall lottery? (how would you like to crack that code?) He started the betting company named Random Strategies. How did he do it?

MIT student James Harvey was looking for a project when he discovered there was a “win-more-than-you-lose” system to WinFall game. Players had to match 6 randomly drawn numbers. If no one matched all 6, the unclaimed jackpot was redistributed to the ticket holders with fewer matching numbers. He calculated that players buying $100,000 of tickets were virtually guaranteed to win in that brief period. (that adrenaline rush). They bought $40 million and won roughly $48 million in 2005 ~ 2010. (The magic of math can help you beat the odds, see the invisible, and do the impossible)

Michigan retiree Gerald Selbee formed the 32-member investment syndicate GS Investment Strategies of Michigan. According to the report, the syndicate group usually bought about 312,000 tickets per game and won nearly $8 million. Dr. Ying Zhang also figured out how the system works and started the Doctor Zhang Lottery Club Limited Partnership in 2005. Zhang left his job as a biomedical researcher in 2006 to focus on his new WinFall gaming venture.
State Inspector General Mr. Sullivan confirmed that a few gambling groups had been able to cracked the code and continues to win the Massachusetts state Lottery’s Cash WinFall game. The lottery officials knew about the activity for years, but did not take any legal action against them because the groups had boosted sales. “Ordinary gamblers” still had a chance at winning the game. They did not break any laws, but the Cash WinFall lottery game was canceled. Who said the math is boring? (With the Beauty and Reality of Mathematics; you can overcome the Impossible)

Who Said Math Is Boring?

DSPR went through a long journey to identify its wonderful structure and patterns.

Anyone can do it, it is flexible; you share the winning proportional to your contribution. If you can afford to spend $10 to $25 a day for next 6-12 months and either join or form a lottery pool, you can achieve the same result that the big syndicates did. You don't need to exhaust your bank account and break the states’ lottery regulations. You only need to share the winning with a small pool of members.

If you are private investor, an angel investment or a venture capitalist who wants me to manage the lottery investment for you, we can sign a contract and arrange a test to observe the winning result first, before you decide on the investment.
DSPR is based on the simple mathematical logic of number combinations. (It's simple but elegant) The mathematic logic of number combinations in the DSPR structure have been researched, examined, and confirmed by the Philosophy of Mathematics researcher: Dr. Kenneth C. Hockman from the University of Illinois who is also the author of the book:

The Age of Revolution and Romanticism: Interdisciplinary Studies

The Differential Calculus as the Model of Desire in French Fiction of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries

DSPR will Brings Your Life in a New Chapter

You will Enjoy all the Cash, Prestige, and Personal Satisfaction
Transformation and Celebrate Your New Lifestyle
A clear revolutionary and intelligent concept to win the jackpot. Who could ask for more?

We are an Intelligent Lottery Investment Solutions Company. We dedicate to research and publish an instructional book that provides reference material marketing to billions of lottery players worldwide.

You are not just a once-in-a-lifetime lucky winner; you will be a repeat jackpot winner for life. You can ignore the lottery drawing numbers’ randomness. You can download the database of past jackpot winner or monitor the new drawings to verify the winning result first before you start the investment.

Now, it is your call to decide what the value of DSPR can do for you.

DSPR is truly the most cost-effective; it can greatly improve your odds to win the jackpot with a small investment. Most professional investors will invest in building a body of knowledge that works for them, such as purchase the expensive stock investment or the risk management portfolio analytical software. If you want to start winning the big jackpot, consider choose the DSPR unique strategies that work for you. We set the price reasonable for all lottery players. The cost of buying this DSPR structure is tiny when you learn all the benefits of DSPR's unique features, the unlimited return on profits, and the money you could be losing without this proven method.

Consider all the features and benefits. There is nothing like it available elsewhere. It could easily set you on the path to a wealthier, more luxurious lifestyle.

30 days, 100% Money-Back Satisfaction Guaranteed!

You will be THRILLED. DSPR can greatly improve your odds of winning the jackpot with minimum investment. If you can find any lottery winning systems to be better than the DSPR’s approach, or if you can prove that I am wrong on the logic of number combinations in DSPR structure, we will refund your money back. With the aid of DSPR, you can bring a new chapter to your life, and enjoy all the cash, prestige and personal satisfaction from being a wealthy investor.

Want to take advantage of DSPR structure's features and benefits?

Go to Product/Service order page link at Home page.

Order Now for $395.00. It's available for download in Flip-Book, Mobile, and PDF Format

Intelligent Lottery Solution, LLC.

Email: dsprwin@gmail.com
Do not Gambling with Your Future
Turn the Tables on Gambling

The Beauty and Magic of Mathematics Can Help You Beat the Odds/See the Invisible and Made the Impossible Become Reality

DSPR is based on logic of number combinations, no one can deny it (not even the Albert Einstein). It's simple but elegant.
The math in lottery investment structure have been examined researched and confirm by the PhD, philosophy of mathematics researcher: Dr. Kenneth C. Hockman from University of Illinois.

Our Mission
Lottery Investment: the final frontier. This is the voyage of Intelligent Lottery Solution Enterprise. Its 10-years mission: To explore new world of investment opportunities To seek out new lifestyle and financial freedom To obtain unlimited profits To boldly go where no investor has ever gone before

Stop Gamble Start Investment
A Practical Way to Win Jackpot
A New Era of Investment Opportunity Has Come
Playing the Lottery is Not Just A Gamble Anymore